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Element 1: Market Insight

A. Market Definition
Your product/service is one entry in a product 

form; the product form is one of several forms in 

a broader product class. As you learned in the text, 

product-class life cycles, product-form life cycles are 

each shorter than the market life cycle. Further more, 

these product forms and product classes evolve over 

time — Figure 1A.1.

Figure 1A.1 Product-Class, Product-Form Life Cycles
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In Figure 1A.2, plot the trajectory of the product 

class and the various product forms in the product 

class. Start from several years ago and project several 

years into the future. What are the implications of 

the product life-cycle analysis for your firm/business 

unit?

B. Industry Forces
Your firm/business unit faces several important 

forces in its industry environment. We adopt the five-

forces model. In Figure 1B.1, identify the important 

players in each area; isolate the potential impact of 

each player.

C. Environmental Forces
Managers must also consider a set of environmental 

forces impacting both the firm/business unit and the 

various industry forces. These PESTLE forces include 

political, economic, sociocultural, technological, 

legal, environ mental (physical).

• In Figure 1C.1, identify important exemplars of 

these forces you expect to impact your firm/busi-

ness unit (and the various industry players) over 

the next three to five years. (For example, potential 

economic exemplars may include interest rates, 

exchange rates, inflation.) Identify the potential 

impact of these forces on your firm/ business unit.

D. Market Insight
Based on results of the previous exercises, what 

insight have you gained about the market your firm/

business unit is facing? What issues most concern 

you? Use Figure 1D.1.

Part 1

Insight
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Figure 1B.1 Industry Forces Analysis

Planning Horizon: 3 to 5 Years

Industry Force Important Players Potential Impact on the Firm/Business Unit

Current direct 
competitors

New direct 
competitors

Indirect 
competitors

Suppliers

Buyers

Figure 1A.2 Product Life-Cycle Analysis
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Figure 1C.1 Environmental Forces Analysis

Planning Horizon: 3 to 5 Years

Force
Important 
Exemplars

Potential Impact on the Firm/Business Unit

Political

Economic

Sociocultural

Legal

Environment 
(Physical)

Figure 1D.1 Market Insight Summary

Planning Horizon: 3 to 5 Years

Key Insights for the Firm/Business Unit

Major Issues the Firm/Business Unit Must Address
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Element 2: Customer Insight

In this element, we focus on gaining insight into 

those customers in the market arena for your 

product/ service. We focus on four specific areas:

A. Macro-level customers

B. Purchase-decision process

C. Roles of individuals in the purchase-decision 

process

D. Benefits/values for customers

A. Macro-Level Customers
Who are the macro-level customers? We address this 

question by means of the purchase-decision map in 

Figure 2A.1. This template provides several spaces 

to identify different sorts of entities at the macro 

level. We can view each of these entities as a form of 

customer.

Note: You may need to add more customer types. 

Alternatively, some entries in the figure may not 

apply to your situation — retailers, if your firm/busi-

ness unit focuses on B2B markets.

B. Purchase-Decision Process
In part A, you just identified various customers in 

the purchase decision. Now let’s identify the most 

important customer type for the purchase decision, 

walk through their buying process. Answer the 

questions posed in Figure 2B.1. What insight did you 

gain about the purchase-decision process for this 

customer type? How should the firm/business unit 

think about modifying its actions?

When you complete this analysis for the most 

important customer type, repeat the process for 

other important customer types.

C. Roles in the Purchase-Decision Process
For each important macro-level customer type 

you identified in Step A, complete the Roles Map 

 Template — Figure 2C.1. For each person involved in 

the purchase decision, identify their role, organiza-

tional position, degree of influence on the  purchase 

process; their perception of the firm/business unit 

and its competitors as suppliers; their relationships 

with the firm/business unit and its competitors; the 

person’s own reputation; items important to the 

person; and their hot buttons.

D. Benefits/Values for Customers
The firm/business unit builds products/services with 

features/attributes — customers seek benefits/values. 

In this exercise, you identify benefits/values for each 

important macro-level  customer type. For the most 

important customer type:

• Brainstorm benefits/values required (needs to be 

satisfied) in general by customers in the market. 

These benefits (needs) may be functional, psycho-

logical, economic. Do not pause to discuss any item 

or worry about potential overlaps. Benefits (needs) 

will likely be of the form:

• no down time

• low risk of defective product

• excellent taste

• ease of manufacture for customer’s product

 Do not focus on the features/attributes your firm/

business unit offers. For example, comparable 

features (benefits) may be:

• on-time delivery (no down time)

• high levels of quality control (low risk of defec-

tive product)

• high quality ingredients (excellent taste)

• high quality product design (ease of manufacture 

of customer’s product).

 Rather, focus on those benefits that you believe 

customers desire. Use Figure 2D.1 to brainstorm a 

list of benefits/values.

• When you have finished brainstorming, reduce 

your list of benefits/values to six to eight items. Do 

this by regrouping to place related benefits (needs) 

into a single category. Feel free to reorder your 

 benefits/values. Write your benefit/value set on 

Figure 2D.2.

• Be sure to save the benefit/value set. These benefits/

values are important input for Exercise A in the 

Market Segmentation analysis — Element 4.

Repeat this and subsequent analyses for other 

important customer types.
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Figure 2B.1 Purchase-Decision Process

Purchase-
Decision Step

Questions to Ask Behavior of Customer Type

Recognizing 
problems

How do these customers recognize 
the problem that a purchase will 
solve? Are there specific “triggers” 
that raise customer awareness?

Acquiring 
information

What sorts of information do these 
customers seek?

Evaluating 
alternatives

How do these customers evaluate 
alternatives?

Making a 
choice

What choices are these customers 
likely to make?

Purchasing 
and securing 
the product

After choosing, what issues are 
involved in securing the product?

Postpurchase 
processes

What sorts of decisions do these 
customers make after purchase?

Figure 2A.1 Purchase-Decision Map

Other Firm Business Units

Firm/Business Unit

Producer

Distributor

Final Consumer/End User

Retailer

Influencer / Advisor
Organizations
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Figure 2C.1 Roles in the Purchase-Decision Process

Name

Role in the 
Decision 
Process

Organization 
Position/Degree 

of Influence

Perceptions 
of Our Firm/

Business 
Unit versus 
Competitors

Our Firm/
Business Unit’s 
Relationships 

versus 
Competitors

Reputation/
Personal 
Interests “Hot Buttons”

Figure 2D.2 Consolidated Required Customer Benefits (Needs) List

1. 5. 

2. 6. 

3. 7. 

4. 8. 

Figure 2D.1 Brainstorming Required Customer Benefits (Needs)

1.  8. 

2.  9. 

3. 10. 

4. 11. 

5. 12. 

6. 13. 

7. 14. 
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Element 3: Insight About Competitors
In Element 3, we complete several exercises designed 

to provide insight into competition the firm/business 

unit faces:

A. Identifying Competitors and Complementers

B. SWOT Analysis

C. Competitor Assessment Analysis

A. Identifying Competitors
In Industry Analysis — Element 1 — we identified 

several types of competitor. In this exercise, we revisit 

competitor identification. We use Figure 3A.1 to 

identify competitors. The figure has two dimensions: 

the vertical axis identifies whether the competitor 

is active today (current) or may be a competitor 

tomorrow (potential). The horizontal axis captures 

the extent to which the type of competition is direct 

or indirect — the figure allows for different levels of 

directness and indirectness of competition.

Note that you may want to think about the com-

petitor at two different levels. For example, at one 

level, Eli Lilly offers Cialis for erectile dysfunction, 

competing with Viagra. At another level, Eli Lilly 

competes with Pfizer overall. If a much smaller 

and less successful firm offered a Viagra substitute, 

Pfizer would face a very different type and level of 

competition.

B. SWOT Analysis
In this SWOT analysis, you identify your firm/

business unit’s strengths/weaknesses versus specific 

competitors — in particular, those competitors you 

identified in Figure 3A. You also identify opportu-

nities and threats. Using the results of your analysis, 

complete Figure 3B.1:

• Assess your firm/business unit’s strengths relative 

to each competitor. What do you do better than 

your competitors? How are your products/services 

superior?

• Assess your firm/business unit’s weaknesses relative 

to each competitor. What do your competitors do 

better than you? How are your products/services 

weaker? What organizational issues/roadblocks 

have contributed to the weaker position?

• Based on your firm/business unit’s strengths/

weaknesses, what opportunities are available to your 

firm/business unit? In other words, where may you 

find additional revenues?

• Based on your firm/business unit’s strengths/ 

weaknesses, what threats, challenges does your firm/

business unit face? How badly could those threats 

damage its performance?

• What additional information would you require to 

improve your analysis?

C. Competitor Assessment Analysis
This analysis offers a deeper view of how the firm/

business unit stacks up against competitors. The 

analysis seeks understanding where the firm/business 

unit has a differential advantage over competitors. 

Recall that the firm has a differential advantage when 

it provides a net benefit, or cluster of benefits, to a 

sizeable group of customers, that they value and are 

willing to pay for, but cannot get, or believe they 

cannot get, elsewhere.

For this analysis, use Figure 3C.1. For the product 

and the market that is the focus of this analysis:

• From Element 2 — Customer Insight. Identify the 

benefits/values sought by customers. See in partic-

ular Figures 2D, 2E. Place these benefits/values in 

priority order beginning with the most important; 

enter them into the left-hand column of the figure. 

In the adjacent column, insert the importance rank 

for customers.

• For each benefit/value, identify the organizational 

capabilities/resources any firm would require to 

provide customers with these benefits/values. These 

capabilities/resources may include:

• Deep pockets (for funding R&D)

• Multiple distribution points (for on-time 

delivery)

• Low cost manufacturing (for low prices)

• Excellent customer service (for high customer 

retention)

 These capabilities/resources should represent 

the ideal; whether or not your firm/business unit 

possesses them is not the issue. Brainstorming may 

help you generate a suitable list of capabilities/

resources.

Enter these capabilities/resources in the top row of 

the figure.

• Identify the matches. Mark with an asterisk (*) 

those matrix cells where a particular organizational 
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capability/resource would be required to deliver a 

customer benefit/value. If there is no relationship, 

leave the cell blank. (Most likely these mark-

ings will occur in only a fraction of the possible 

 intersections.)

• For each cell marked with an asterisk, compare 

your firm/business unit to its competitors and ask 

up to three questions3:

• Relevance. Does your firm/business unit possess 

the necessary capabilities/resources?

Y There is a good match between the benefit/value 

customers require and your firm/business unit’s 

ability to supply.

N There is a mismatch. Your firm/business unit 

lacks the capabilities/resources required to pro-

vide the benefit/value.

• Superiority. For those cells where you placed a Y 

for the relevance question, how does your firm/ 

business unit compare with competitors?

Y Your firm/business unit possesses these 

 capabilities/resources to a superior degree, far 

better than competitors.

N As regards these capabilities/resources, 

your firm/business unit rates no better than 

 competitors.

• Sustainability. For those cells where you placed a Y 

for the superiority question, how easy would it be 

for competitors to acquire/develop your capabili-

ties/resources?

Y It would be very difficult for competitors to 

acquire/develop these capabilities/resources, 

given the costs and/or time required.

N Parity in this area could be achieved fairly easily.

 Each cell with an asterisk will contain one of the 

following entries — N, YN, YYN, YYY.

• For each customer benefit/value, summarize the 

results of your analysis for each relevant organiza-

tional capability/resource — Figure 3C.2

• Summarize the overall results of your analysis, also 

in Figure 3C.2:

• What do you know about your firm/business 

unit’s competitive position regarding customer 

benefits/values that you did not know before 

completing this analysis?

• Where does your firm/business unit possess a 

sustainable differential advantage — YYY?

• What actions should your firm/business unit 

contemplate to sustain a differential advantage?

• Where does your firm/business unit have an 

advantage that is not sustainable — YYN?

• How might you turn this advantage into a 

 sustainable differential advantage?

• If you do not have a differential advantage — YN, 

what actions could your firm/business unit take 

to secure one?

• Where do your competitors have differential 

advantages — N?

• What additional information would you require to 

improve your analysis?

D. Market Forecast, Sales Forecast
Forecasting your firm/business unit’s sales in the 

 various years is now simply a matter of making 

market size forecasts, then multiplying by market 

share estimates. Make these estimates and calcula-

tions in Figure 3D.1. Develop both unit and dollar 

forecasts. If your market potential and market size 

forecasts were in units, make sales revenue forecasts 

by estimating your firm/business unit’s average 

selling price. Use the figure to justify your market 

share estimates.
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Figure 3B.1 SWOT Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

Key items of competitor information required for a deeper analysis:

1.

2.

3.

Figure 3A.1 Identifying Competitors, Complementers

Competitors

Direct Indirect

Actual

Potential

Identify three competitors the firm/business unit should be most concerned about:

1.

2.

3.
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Figure 3C.1 Competitor Assessment Analysis

Required Capabilities/Resources

Customer 
Required 

Benefits/Values
Importance 

Rank

Figure 3C.2 Competitor Assessment Analysis – Summary

Customer Required 
Benefits/Values

Summarize Results per  
Required Benefits/Values

Potential Sources of  
Firm/Business Unit  

Differential Advantages
Potential Sources of Competitor 

Differential Advantages

Key items of competitor information required for a deeper analysis:

1.

2.

3.
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Figure 3D.1 Forecasting the Firm/Business Unit’s Sales (units or dollars)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Market Forecast

Market Share 
Estimate

Justification of 
Market Share 

Estimate

Sales Forecast 
(units)

Forecast Average 
Selling Price

Sales Forecast 
(dollars)
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Transition to Strategic Marketing

A. Planning Assumptions
Planning assumptions help us to:

• Anticipate the future and identify forces for change

• Outline the business conditions under which we 

expect to operate

• Build the foundation for the strategic marketing 

plan

• Build trip wires to identify unforeseen changes

Recall that planning assumptions are the set of condi-

tions, over which we have no control, that are critical 

to market attractiveness. Mostly, planning assump-

tions are about matters external to the firm/business 

unit. For example:

• The market for textiles will grow at more than 3.5 

percent annually.

• Asian brands will continue to gain at least 10 per-

cent market share.

• New local chemical suppliers will gain at least 8 

percent share.

• E-commerce will capture more than 15 percent of 

revenues for textile chemicals.

• New fibers will be introduced and gain more than 

10 percent market share.

• Environmental regulations will increase costs sig-

nificantly or cause major chemicals to be removed 

from production processes.

• Consumers will not accept price increases greater 

than 1 percent per annum.

• Two of our chemical suppliers will integrate for-

ward and capture 10 percent market share.

Regardless, some planning assumptions may be 

internal to the firm/business unit:

• Our new plant will come on stream in January 

20XY.

• Our new product will be ready for launch in July 

20XZ.

In this transition we address several related exercises 

to build robust planning assumptions:

• Using Figure T.1, brainstorm a set of planning 

assumptions for the next three to five years.

• Using Figure T.2, cull the list of assumptions 

from Figure T.1 and assess the probability of each 

assumption occurring and its likely impact were it 

to occur or not occur.

• Plot each assumption from Figure T.2 in Figure T.3.

• Identify the most critical planning assumptions — 

those in the upper-right corner of the chart and 

indicate whether or not you are able to influence 

the assumption. Use L to indicate low chance, M for 

moderate chance, and H for high chance.

• For each critical planning assumption, using Figure 

T.4, develop a “We believe …” statement and the 

corresponding implications for your firm/business 

unit. For example:

 “We believe that market growth will exceed 10 

percent annually.”

 Implication: We shall have to increase production 

capacity and broaden distribution to maintain 

market share.

• For any assumption about which there is significant 

uncertainty, consider the following options:

• Can you gather additional information to reduce 

the uncertainty?

• If you cannot gain additional information, are 

there only a few alternatives that may occur? If 

so, you should state these and be prepared to 

develop contingency strategies at a later stage.

• If you identify multiple alternatives, you should 

be prepared to conduct extensive scenario 

analyses of possible options so you can iden-

tify a robust strategy — a strategy that will be 

successful regardless of eventual competitive 

actions.

• Use Figure T.5 to capture the results of your 

analysis.
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Figure T.1 Brainstorm Planning Assumptions

1.  8. 

2.  9. 

3. 10. 

4. 11. 

5. 12. 

6. 13. 

7. 14. 

Figure T.2 Cull Assumptions – Identify Magnitude of Effect and Probability of Occurrence

Assumption Probability of Occurrence Magnitude of Effect

 1.

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

 9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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Figure T.3 Plot Planning Assumptions
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Figure T.4 “We believe …” Statements and Implications for Planning Assumptions About Which We Are Confident

“We believe…” Implications
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Figure T.5 Action Implications for Planning Assumptions About Which We Are Quite Uncertain

Uncertain  
Assumptions

Information about  
the Assumptions

Contingency Plan and  
Specific Contingencies Possible Scenarios



Part 2

Strategic Decisions

Element 4: Market Segmentation, 
Targeting
We defined a market segment as a group of actual 

and potential customers with similar need profiles, 

seeking similar sets of benefits/values, with similar 

levels of priority. We must associate these similarities 

with identifiable customer characteristics — age, 

gender, geographic location, income level, company 

size, end-use application, that the firm/business unit 

can use as a basis for targeting communications 

about its offers.

Here we use several exercises designed to get you to 

think deeply about segmenting the market for your 

product, and choosing the most appropriate market 

segments to target for effort. Part 1 comprises five 

exercises:

A. Compile required customer benefits/values.

B. Brainstorm approaches to segmentation.

C. Select segmentation dimensions, form groups.

D. Develop a two-criteria segmentation grid (if 

required).

E. Develop the market segmentation matrix.

Part 2 focuses on selecting market segments for your 

firm/business unit to target.

Part 1 – Market Segmentation

A. Compile Required Customer Benefits
Return to Exercise D in Element 2 where you 

 identified required customer benefits/values for your 

product in the market. See also Figure 3C.1 where 

you used these benefits/values to seek competitive 

insight. Review your work in these elements; make 

any changes you think are appropriate. Note your 

final compilation of benefits/values in Figure 4A.1.

B. Brainstorm Approaches to Segmentation
In Chapter 7 of your textbook, we showed that there 

were many dimensions you can use to segment a 

market, but only a few will likely prove useful. In this 

exercise, you brainstorm 10-12 segmentation dimen-

sions that may help segment your market. Possible 

dimensions include:

• Age • End-use application

• Gender • Industry

• Income • Annual volume potential

• Company size • Customer growth rate

• Geographic location

Write candidate segmentation dimensions in Figure 

4B.1.

C. Select Segmentation Dimensions and 
Form Groups
In this exercise, you select the one or two segmen-

tation dimensions you believe provide the greatest 

insight into the market and form specific groups. For 

example:

Age: <35 years, 35–55 years, >55 years

Gender: male, female

Industry: steel, automotive, financial services, 

transportation

Revenues: <$100 million; $100 million to $500 

million; $501 million to $1 billion

If you believe one segmentation dimension will not 

suffice, select the two dimensions from Figure 4B.1 

that you believe will provide you with greater insight 

into the market. Write down these dimensions in 

Figure 4C.1. Now write down the names of specific 

groups on these dimensions.

D. Develop a Two-Criteria Grid Approach to 
Segmentation
As suggested in Chapter 7 of your textbook, 

 segmentation approaches often use combinations  

of dimensions. For example:

 Gender/Age: male <35 years; female <35 years; 

male 35-55 years; female 35-55 years; male >55 

years; female >55 years

18
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 Industry/Revenues: steel/$100 million; steel/$100 

million to $500 million; steel/$501 million to $1 

billion: transportation; $100 million; transpor-

tation/$100 million to $500 million; transporta-

tion/$501 million to $1 billion

If you believe you require two segmentation dimen-

sions, take the two most promising segments from 

Figure 4C.1 and combine them to form potential 

new segments:

• Using the matrix in Figure 4D.1, write in your 

two dimensions and segments from Figure 4C.1. 

(Note that the figure allows three segments for each 

dimension. Your dimensions may have more or 

fewer than three segments — just adjust the matrix 

accordingly.)

• Create names (or labels) for each matrix cell — 

segments. Write these names in the cells.

• Examine these new segments. Decide if you want to 

keep each of the cells as segments or whether you 

prefer to combine cells to form segments. If you 

combine cells, create a name for this new segment. 

Write the names of your final selection of segments 

in Figure 4D.2.

E. Develop the Market Segmentation Matrix
The purpose of this exercise is to gain deeper 

understanding into the segments you have just 

formed by examining the relative importance of the 

various required customer benefits/values — Figure 

4A.1 — in the different segments you just formed 

— Figure 4D.2. Remember, this exercise focuses on 

the benefits/values sought by customers; it has little 

to do with your firm/business unit’s current market 

offerings.

• In Figure 4E.1, write the names of the segments 

from Figure 4D.2 across the top.

• In the left-hand column, write down the most 

important required customer benefits/values from 

Figure 4A.1.

• For each segment (column), write down the 

priority order of benefits/values for customers in 

that segment. Be prepared to add benefits/values 

as you focus in depth on individual segments. (To 

the extent that you are unsure about benefits/values 

and the priority orders for various segments, you 

are developing a marketing research agenda.)

• Examine each segment in conjunction with the 

others. Are the priority orders of required cus-

tomer benefits/values almost identical between 

two  segments? If so, you may want to consider 

collapsing these segments.

• Are you comfortable with your segmentation 

scheme? Can you answer yes to the following 

 questions for the segments you formed?

• Can you identify and access the segments?

• Do the segments require differentiated offers?

• Are the segments of a sufficient size and poten-

tial profitability to make the effort worthwhile?

 Answers to these questions feed into the targeting 

exercise — Sections 4F–4H.

• Summarize the results in one paragraph. For 

example, what do you now know about the market 

that you didn’t know before completing the anal-

ysis?

• Among the questions that arise in this exercise are 

the following:

 Question. How many segments should we form?

 Answer. The greater the number of segments, the 

greater the firm/business unit’s ability to deliver 

required benefits/values to customers in the seg-

ments. However, as the number of segments served 

increases, the cost of serving them also increases. 

The number of segments chosen is thus a compro-

mise between delivered benefits/values, and cost. 

Practically speaking, it is unlikely that your firm/

business unit would have the resources to develop 

strategies for more than a handful of segments in 

each market it decides to address. You should there-

fore limit your segmentation scheme to between 

five and ten segments.

 Question. What is the best way to segment?

 Answer. The aim of market segmentation is to 

develop groups of customers (segments) that have 

the following characteristics as regards required 

benefits/values: within each segment the required 

benefits/values are similar (homogeneous); 

between segments the required benefits/values are 

different (heterogeneous). Very often, organiza-

tions rely on history in the form of organization 

structure or data availability to segment markets. 

But the segmentation task is a creative one, and you 

should not feel constrained by previous decisions 

your firm/business unit has made.
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 Question. How accurate is our assessment of 

required customer benefits/values?

 Answer. Determining required customer benefits/

values is best based on marketing research. In the 

absence of research data, you should use mana-

gerial judgment as a first approximation, later to 

be substantiated by research. Customer needs are 

best defined in terms of benefits and values sought 

by customers. These benefits/values should be 

clearly specified. Although benefit/value terms like 

convenience, accuracy, and service can be valuable 

descriptors, they are often insufficiently precise. For 

example, “good service” may mean different things 

to different customers — speed of service, lack of 

hassle, or courtesy. You should push for precision.
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Figure 4B.1 Brainstorm Approaches to Segmentation

1.  7. 

2.  8. 

3.  9. 

4. 10. 

5. 11. 

6. 12. 

Figure 4C.1 Select Segmentation Dimensions and Form Segments

Dimension A Segment 1 

Segment 2 

Segment 3 

Dimension B Segment 1 

Segment 2 

Segment 3 

Figure 4A.1 Compiling Required Customer Benefits/Values

1.  6. 

2.  7. 

3.  8. 

4.  9. 

5. 10. 
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Figure 4D.1 Forming Market Segments

Dimension 1

Dimension 2 

Figure 4D.2 Final Set of Market Segments

1. 5. 

2. 6. 

3. 7. 

4. 8. 

Figure 4E.1 Market Segmentation Matrix

Market Segments

Customer Need/Required Benefits/Values
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Part 2 – Targeting Market Segments

The purpose of this task is to select from the seg-

ments developed in Figure 4E.1 and identify those 

the firm/business unit should address. Essentially the 

firm/business unit chooses based on two dimensions:

• How attractive is the segment to the firm/business 

unit?

• What are the firm/business unit’s relative strengths 

in the market segment, compared to competition?

The answers to these questions allow you develop a 

matrix to display the results.

To be in a position to select target segments, you 

complete three exercises:

F. Analysis of Market Segment Attractiveness

G. Business Strengths Analysis

H. Develop the Matrix Representation

F. Analysis of Market Segment Attractiveness
The market attractiveness exercise comprises five 

steps:

1. Factor identification. Identify general factors of 

market attractiveness for your firm/business 

unit. Examples include high market growth, few 

competitors, low levels of government regulation, 

and short payback period. Complete the following 

statement: “Given our history, objectives, culture, 

management style, successes and failures, we like 

to be in markets that offer … .” Brainstorm these 

factors using Figure 4F.1.

 When you have completed brainstorming, com-

bine or eliminate factors until you return from 

five to eight factors. Enter these factors into Figure 

4F.2. Describe why you in cluded each factor. Also 

enter these factors in the far left column of Figure 

4F.3

2. Factor weighting. Weight each factor in Figure 4F.3 

by allocating 100 points based on its importance to 

the firm/business unit. Factor weights should add 

up to 100.

 Note that these two steps do not involve any 

analysis of your market segments. Your responses 

are general to your firm/business unit for analysis 

of many market oppor tunities. Now select the first 

segment for analysis. The analysis is repeated for 

all other segments.

3. Market segment opportunity rating. In Figure 4F.3, 

select one market segment. For each factor, provide 

a rating score, on a 1 to 10 scale, based on the 

extent to which the market segment conforms to 

that factor. A score of “1” implies that the market 

segment does not conform to the factor; a score of 

“10” implies high conformance. For example if the 

criterion is high market growth, a score of “1” may 

imply the segment is in decline; a score of “10” 

may imply that anticipated growth is very high. 

Scores from 2 to 9 imply intermediate growth.

4. Develop factor scores. In Figure 4F.3, for each 

factor, multiply factor weighting by segment- specific 

rating.

5. Market segment attractiveness score. In Figure 

4F.3, sum the factor scores from step 4. This total 

number is the market segment attractiveness 

score; the range is 100 to 1,000.

Repeat steps 3 through 5 for the other market 

 segments.

Note: In step 3, we suggest you perform the ratings 

one segment at a time, across factors. You may find it 

easier to complete the rating task one factor at a time, 

across market segments.

G. Business Strengths Analysis
The business strengths exercise comprises five steps. 

You must remember to conduct this analysis segment 

by segment.

1. Factor identification. For each segment, identify the 

business strengths (capabilities/resources) that any 

competitor would have to possess to be successful 

in the segment. Note that these strengths may be 

specific to the segment. For each segment, com-

plete the following statement: “To be successful in 

this market segment, any competitor must possess 

the following business strengths (capabilities/

resources)….” Brainstorm these factors using the 

chart in Figure 4G.1. You may examine your work 

in the Competitive Assess ment Analysis — Figure 

3C.1 — to help generate business strengths.

 When you have completed brainstorming, com-

bine or eliminate factors until you have five to 

eight factors. Enter these factors into Figure 4G.2. 

Describe why you included each factor. Also enter 

these factors in the far left column of Figure 4G.3.
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2. Factor weighting. In Figure 4G.3, weight each 

factor by allocating 100 points based on its impor-

tance to being successful in the market segment. 

Factor weights total 100.

 Note that these two steps do not involve any 

analysis of your firm/business unit or its compet-

itors. Your responses are specific to the market 

segment, regardless of which firm/ business unit 

is addressing the segment. Now select the first 

segment for analysis. You repeat the analysis for 

the other segment.

3. Firm rating. In Figure 4G.3, for each factor, rate 

your firm/business unit on its possession of these 

business strengths. A score of “1” implies your 

firm/business unit does not possess a particular 

strength; a score of “10” implies a high level of 

possession. For example, if the business strength 

were low-cost operations, a score of “1” implies 

your firm/business unit has very high costs. A 

score of “10” implies your firm/business unit is 

the low-cost producer by a considerable margin. 

Scores from 2 to 9 imply intermediate levels of cost 

competitiveness.

4. Develop factor scores. In Figure 4G.3, for each 

factor, multiply factor weighting by firm/business 

unit rating.

5. Develop business strengths score. In Figure 4G.3, 

sum the factor scores from step 4 for each factor. 

This total number is your firm/business unit’s 

business strengths score for that market segment; 

the range is 100 to 1000.

Repeat steps 1 through 5 for the other market 

 segments.

H. Develop the Matrix Representation
If you have appropriately competed part A and 

part B, you should have two scores for each market 

segment — a market segment attractiveness score 

and a business strengths score. Now, plot the scores 

for each market segment in Figure 4H.1. Answer the 

following questions:

1. Consider the position of each market segment you 

analyzed.

• Are you surprised by any of the positions?

• If you were surprised, what caused your surprise? 

Analyze scores on individual criteria to help 

answer this question.

• What do these representations suggest in terms 

of your firm/business unit investing resources in 

each segment?

2. Consider what steps your firm/business unit could 

take to move each of the market segments to a 

more attractive position in the top right-hand cell 

of the matrix.

• Can you improve in areas where your firm/

business unit’s business strengths are less than 

desired?

• Is there a way to resegment the market so that 

resulting segments are more attractive to your 

firm/business unit?

3. Summarize the results of your analysis.

• Which market segments will your firm/business 

unit target? Why?

• Which market segments will your firm/business 

unit not target? Why?
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Figure 4F.1 Brainstorm Market Attractiveness Factors

1.  7. 

2.  8. 

3.  9. 

4. 10. 

5. 11. 

6. 12. 

Figure 4F.2 Selected Market Attractiveness Factors and Reasons to Include

Market Segment Attractiveness Factor Reasons to Include

 1.

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

Figure 4F.3 Analysis of Market Segment Attractiveness

Factor Weight

Segment: Segment: Segment: Segment:

Rate Total Rate Total Rate Total Rate Total

Total 100 Total Total Total Total
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Figure 4G.1 Brainstorm Business Strength Factors

Market Segment: Market Segment:

 1.  1. 

 2.  2. 

 3.  3. 

 4.  4. 

 5.  5. 

 6.  6. 

 7.  7. 

 8.  8. 

 9.  9. 

10. 10. 

Figure 4G.2 Selected Business Strengths Factors and Reasons to Include

Market Segment: Market Segment:

Business Strengths Factor Reasons to Include Business Strengths Factor Reasons to Include

 1.  1.

 2.  2.

 3.  3.

 4.  4.

 5.  5.

 6.  6.

 7.  7.

 8.  8.
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Figure 4G.3 Business Strengths Analysis

Market Segment: Market Segment:

Factor Weight Rate Total Factor Weight Rate Total

100 Total 100 Total

Figure 4H.1 Market Segment Attractiveness/Business Strengths Matrix
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Element 5: Market Strategy – 
Integrating Firm Efforts for  
Marketing Success
In Element 4, you segmented the market for your 

product and decided which segments to target for 

firm/business unit effort. In this element, you lay out 

a market strategy for each segment that you targeted. 

For background information, refer to Chapter 8 

in your textbook. If you decided to target multiple 

market segments, you should conduct the following 

process for each segment. The market-segment 

strategy comprises four separate elements:

A. Objectives

B. Strategic Focus

C. Positioning

D. Implications for Implementing Action Programs

A: Objectives
Objective setting comprises two separate decisions — 

choice of strategic objectives and choice of operational 

objectives.

Strategic objectives. You must select your strategic 

objectives from among a relatively limited set. You 

should anticipate that these objectives will be in place 

for the next three years:

• Consider such dimensions as revenue growth, 

market share growth, improving profits, and gener-

ating cash flow.

• State which of your objectives is the most 

important — primary objective, and which is the 

second-most important — secondary objective.

Operational objectives. You must set target perfor-

mance levels for your strategic objectives. Be clear 

how you will measure your performance — in abso-

lute numbers, as a growth rate, or as a yield percent 

(e.g., ROI).

Now you combine strategic and operational objec-

tives into an overall statement of objectives.

An example is: “During the next three years we will 

increase profits from nucleopoly amide sales to inde-

pendent molders from $15 million in 20XY to $25 

million in 20XY+3.”

Use Figure 5A.1 for laying out the objectives for each 

segment you decided to target.

B. Strategic Focus
The strategic focus states generally how you intend to 

achieve your objectives. The strategic focus com-

prises two separate elements — unit sales volume and 

improving margins and investment returns. In each 

case, there are four broad options:

Increase Unit Sales Volume

• Current Customers
• Increase customer retention

• Increase customer use

• New Customers
• Attract customers from competitors

• Secure new business

Improve Margins and Investment Returns

• Increase Revenues
• Raise prices

• Improve the sales mix

• Costs and Assets
• Reduce operating costs

• Improve asset utilization

Use Figure 5B.1 to state your strategic focus for each 

target market segment. For each segment, describe 

briefly the broad focus of your efforts — in other 

words, how you intend to achieve your objectives.

Continuing the previous example: “We will achieve 

our objectives by targeting those molders that 

have had little experience with nucleopolyamide. 

 Specifically, we will show them that nucleopolyamide 

molding offers substantial opportunities for growth 

and profit.”

Note the statement of strategic focus has two parts:

1. A brief description of what, generally, you intend 

to do

2. A clear description of how you intend to do it

C. Positioning
For each target market segment, you must make a 

positioning decision. Positioning requires that you 

make decisions on three key dimensions — customer 

targets, competitive targets, and value proposition. 

You must also state why your customer targets 

should believe that you will deliver on your value 

proposition — reason to believe. Use Figure 5C.1 

to identify the positioning elements for each target 

market segment.
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Customer targets. Customer targets are the organiza-

tions and individuals you intend to influence so they 

behave in such a way that your firm/business unit 

attains its objectives. You must consider both pur-

chase decision-makers and influentials — Element 2. 

The specific behaviors you require may be purchase 

or recommendation to purchase.

Continuing our previous example: “Our major 

efforts will be focused in providing technical 

assistance both to manufacturing personnel at the 

molders and to product engineers at the appliance/

automobile manufacturers.”

Competitor targets. Competitor targets are the orga-

nizations and individuals that have customer targets 

similar to your firm/business unit — Chapter 5 in 

your textbook. Recall that you can frame competitors 

in several different ways:

• Comparison with individual direct competitor — 

“7-Up tastes better than Sprite.”

• Product form superiority — “7-Up, the best-tasting 

lemon-lime soda,”

• Out of product form — “7-Up, the uncola,”

• Implied or claimed uniqueness — “7-Up, the real 

thing, the only one,” etc.

Continuing the example: “Our major efforts will 

be directed against key domestic competitors that 

produce alternative forms of nucleopolyamide, spe-

cifically Dow and DuPont. Secondarily, we will build 

a defensive position against Hoechst and Bayer — we 

anticipate these firms will enter the market with new 

technology during the next three years.”

Value proposition. The value proposition represents 

key customer benefits/values your firm/business unit 

will deliver that will cause your customer targets to 

behave in the way you require, rather than be influ-

enced by a competitor. The value proposition should 

exploit the differential advantage you have over 

competitor targets. The value proposition should 

communicate, in a clear and concise way, the key 

benefits/values your customer targets will realize.

To continue with the example: “Our value proposi-

tion for the molders is to demonstrate to their plant 

managers that use of Zytene increases throughput. 

Specifically, we shall show that by using Zytene, 

rather than Nuclan (DuPont), molding time is 

reduced, cleaning time is reduced because of fewer 

deposits in the mold, and the need to clean flashing 

from the part is eliminated. For appliance and auto-

mobile product engineers, we shall demonstrate that 

parts made with Zytene fail less frequently than those 

made with Nuclan.”

Reason to believe. In the value proposition, you state 

the key customer benefits/values your firm/business 

unit will deliver. But why should customers believe 

you can deliver on these benefits/values? The rea-

son-to-believe statement answers this question.

To continue with the example: “We have completed 

extensive field tests with a wide variety of molders, 

under a wide variety of conditions — the national 

molders association has certified these tests. For 

appliance and automobile engineers, we have 

conducted extensive laboratory tests and have made 

public the results.”

Positioning statement. For each segment, take the 

positioning elements and formulate a comprehensive 

positioning statement using the chart in Figure 5C.2. 

We will:

 Convince [customer target]

 In the context of other alternatives  

[competitor target]

 That they will receive these benefits  

[value proposition]

 Because we have these capabilities/resources 

[reason to believe]

D. Implications for Implementing Action 
Programs

Implications. For each target segment, the positioning 

statement has implications for several marketing 

implementation actions. Using Figure 5E.1, identify 

broad implications of your positioning statement for 

action programs:

• Product. Which products should receive primary 

attention? Which products should be deempha-

sized? What degree of product acceptance exists at 

present? How do your products compare with those 

offered by competitors?

• Service. What level of service do customers desire; 

what are they willing to pay for? How does this 

service level differ from your current service?

• Promotion.What elements of the promotional 

mix will you require to implement the proposed 
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positioning? What particular requirements will you 

place on your selling effort? How will you orches-

trate all your promotional options to communicate 

effectively with customers and enhance the strength 

of your offer?

• Distribution. What unique role will distribution play 

in helping you achieve your objectives? What are 

customer expectations; what must you do to meet 

these expectations? What special delivery, stocking, 

or other considerations should you consider for 

implementing the proposed positioning?

• Pricing. What role will price play in your proposed 

positioning? How can you augment the value of 

your offer to enhance the potential for obtaining 

better pricing? How will you use pricing compet-

itively? How may pricing in this segment affect 

pricing in other segments?

• Functional support. What kinds of support will you 

require from nonmarketing functions? How can 

you ensure such support? What are the behavioral, 

political, and technical issues you must resolve to 

secure this support?

Answers to these and comparable questions will help 

you frame the programs you will need to implement 

and execute your market strategy.
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Figure 5A.1 Objectives for the Market Strategy

Segment: Segment: Segment:

Primary
Strategic  
Objectives

Secondary

Primary
Operational  
Objectives

Secondary

Primary
Overall Statement  
of Objectives

Secondary

Figure 5B.1 Strategic Focus

Segment: Segment: Segment:

What you intend to do

How you intend to do it
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Figure 5C.1 Positioning Elements

Segment: Segment: Segment:

Customer Targets

Competitor Targets

Value Proposition

Reason to Believe

Figure 5C.2 Positioning Statements

Segment:

We will convince…

…that… (in the context of 
other alternatives)

…that… (they will receive 
these benefits)

…because… (we have 
these capabilities/resources)

Segment:

We will convince…

…that… (in the context of 
other alternatives)

…that… (they will receive 
these benefits)

…because… (we have 
these capabilities/resources)
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Figure 5D.1 Implications for Implementing Action Programs

Segment: Segment:

Product Product

Service Service

Promotion Promotion

Distribution Distribution

Price Price

Functional support Functional support




